Abstract-We propose a new single-RF differential space-time block coding using index shift keying (DSTBC-ISK), which is the first differential space-time modulation (DSTM) scheme that can simultaneously achieve the following three imperative objectives: First, forming a finite-cardinality transmit-signals set; second, retaining a single-stream maximum-likelihood (ML) detection complexity; and third, offering a beneficial transmit diversity gain. In order to make a fair comparison, we also conceive a lowcomplexity single-stream detector for DSM. Furthermore, in order to improve the performance of finite-cardinality DSTM schemes at higher throughputs, we propose to generalize both differential amplitude shift keying (DASK) and amplitude shift keying (ASK), which subsume the existing two-/four-level-ring star quadraticamplitude modulation (QAM) solutions as special cases. As a result of using star QAM signaling, the power of the DSTM's signal matrix becomes variable. Against this background, we further develop bespoke ML, minimum mean squared error, and leastsquare detectors for DSTM using DASK/ASK. Our simulation results demonstrate that the proposed DSTBC-ISK is capable of achieving substantial diversity gains over DSM without eroding its low transceiver complexity.
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Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (DAPSK) [3] - [5] and Absoluteamplitude Differential Phase Shift Keying (ADPSK) [4] - [6] constitute low-complexity alternatives to coherent PSK/QAM schemes. In Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) channels, Differential Space-Time Modulation (DSTM) that dispenses with high-complexity channel estimation has also attracted substantial research interests. Explicitly, Differential Space-Time Block Code (DSTBC) using Alamouti's signal structure [7] was proposed in [8] for two Transmit Antennas (TAs), and then it was extended to multiple TAs in [9] , [10] . Furthermore, the Differential Group Code (DGC) concept was proposed in [11] , [12] . The DGC's diagonal or anti-diagonal signal matrices form a finite group under multiplication, where the signal elements are given by exponentiation functions of an L-PSK symbol optimized for diversity gain. The entire family of full-diversity finite-group DGCs was summarized in [13] , [14] . In order to improve the DGC's performance at higher throughputs, a variety of nongroups and infinite groups were conceived in [15] - [16] . Moreover, Differential Linear Dispersion Code (DLDC) was proposed in [17] and was further optimized in [18] - [19] . The DLDC combines a total of Q Hermitian matrices multiplied by Q modulated symbols and then the Cayley transform [17] converts the resultant Hermitian matrix to a unitary matrix. Owing to the associated non-linear signal mapping, both DGC and DLDC exhibit detection complexities that increase exponentially with the throughtput. The polynomialcomplexity lattice and sphere decoding schemes were invoked for DGC and DLDC in [20] and [17] , respectively, which however may introduce a performance loss.
Inspired by the recently proposed Spatial Modulation (SM) [23] - [24] and Space-Time Shift Keying (STSK) [25] - [27] , Differential SM (DSM) and Differential STSK (DSTSK) have also been developed in [28] - [31] and [25] - [27] , respectively. More explicitly, the DSM [28] - [31] activates a single position in each row and column of the signal matrix for transmitting modulated symbols. The DSTSK concept [25] - [27] has evolved from the DLDC arrangement, where only a single matrix out of Q dispersion matrices is activated. In the absence of multiplexing, the DLDC's Cayley transform was eliminated in DSTSK [26] , [27] , and single-stream detectors were invoked for both DSM and DSTSK in [26] , [32] , [33] . As a further advance, the dispersion matrix based DSM was proposed in [34] , [35] .
The coherent MIMO schemes generally have a finitecardinality set of legitimate signals. However, when coherent MIMO signals are directly used in DSTM, the matrix multiplication invoked by differential encoding typically results in arbitrary signals sets having a cardinality tending to infinity. This imposes extra constraints on the speed, precision and dynamic range of both the signal processing digital circuitry and Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC). This may be avoided by the DGC [11] - [14] and DSM schemes [28] - [31] . However, DSM does not perform well, when the number of Receive Antennas (RAs) N is small. Moreover, the DGC's superior performance is achieved at the excessive cost of an exponentially increasing complexity with the throughput. Against this background, we propose a new DSTBC using Index Shift Keying (DSTBC-ISK), which is the first DSTM scheme capable of simultaneously achieving the following three imperative objectives: I) Finite-cardinality: the DSTM scheme forms a finitecardinality transmit-signals set under the matrix multiplications of differential encoding. II) Single-stream ML detection: the DSTM scheme retains a single-stream ML detection complexity that does not grow with the constellation size. III) Diversity gain: the DSTM scheme achieves a beneficial transmit diversity gain over DSM. More explicitly, the novel contributions are as follows: 1) The proposed DSTBC-ISK activates a single symbol out of a total of Q symbols in the STBC signal structure. In contrast to the dispersion matrix based DSM of [34] , [35] , the proposed DSTBC-ISK systematically forms a finite-cardinality transmit-signal set under matrix multiplication. Furthermore, thanks to the STBC signal structure, DSTBC-ISK retains both full transmit diversity and a single-stream ML detection complexity. 2) In order to make a fair comparison, we also conceive a single-stream ML detector for DSM. The resultant complexity reduction is as high as 170 times for using (M = 2) TAs and (N = 1) RAs at the throughput of (R = 4.0). Unlike [32] , [33] , the proposed DSM detector does not impose any performance loss. 3) Furthermore, in order to improve the performance of the finite-cardinality DSTM schemes at high throughputs, we propose to generalize Differential Amplitude Shift Keying (DASK) and Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK), which form the classic multi-level-ring star QAM constellation that subsumes the two/four-level-ring DASK solutions of [30] , [31] , [36] as special cases. Although the DASK approach has been popularly used in DSTM schemes [30] , [31] , [36] , our generalized ASK technique is capable of achieving a higher capacity and a better performance in channel coding assisted systems. 4) As a result of using star QAM signalling, the power of the DSTM's signal matrix becomes variable. Against this background, we further develop bespoke Maximum-Likelihood (ML), Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) and Least Square (LS) detectors for DSTM using star QAM, which exhibit different performance versus complexity tradeoffs. 5) Our simulation results demonstrate that the proposed DSTBC-ISK is capable of achieving a beneficial diversity gain over DSM without eroding its low transceiver complexity. The DSTBC-ISK's diversity gains over DSM are as substantial as 14.2 dB and 24.5 dB at BER = 10
for the cases of (M = 2, N = 1, R = 2.0) and (M = 4, N = 1, R = 1.0), respectively. Moreover, compared to DGC, DSTBC-ISK is capable of achieving a competitive performance at a substantially lower detection complexity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The design objectives are presented in Section II. The new DSTBC-ISK is proposed in Section III. The single-stream ML detector is conceived for DSM in Section IV. The generalized DASK/ASK is modelled in Section V. Our simulation results are provided in Section VI, while our conclusions are offered in Section VII.
The following notations are used throughout the paper. (·) and (·) take the real and imaginary parts of complex numbers, while (·) * , (·) T and (·) H denote the conjugate of a complex number, the transpose of a matrix and the Hermitian transpose of a complex matrix, respectively. ⊗ represents the Kronecker product, while tr(·), rank(·) and det(·) take trace, rank and determinant of a matrix, respectively. Moreover, for a generic DSTM, M , N , T and Q represent the numbers of TAs, RAs, transmission time slots and modulated symbols, respectively. The superscript of a data-carrying symbol (e.g.
) denotes the data-carrying index, which is directly determined by the source bits, such as
, where bin2dec(·) converts bits to a decimal integer.
II. PRELIMINARIES ON DESIGN OBJECTIVES
In this section, we use the classic DSTBC as an example in order to introduce the objectives of our new DSTM scheme. First of all, the DSTM transmitter's finite-cardinality constellation property is introduced in Section II-A. Secondly, the DSTM receiver's single-stream ML detection property is presented in Section II-B. Thirdly, the benefical diversity gain is introduced in the performance analysis of Section II-C.
A. Transmitter Finite-Cardinality Constellation Property
The DSTBC introduced in this section is the Amicable Orthogonal (AO) design [10] . The transmitter firstly constructs a Q-element L PSK vector
, where each L PSK symbol conveys log 2 L source information bits as
. The phase index l q is Gray codedľ q . Following this, a (T × T )-element STBC matrix X n −1 is modelled as:
where the AO-STBC signal structure is given by [10] , [37] :
and
ι for a positive integer ι, (2) can be constructed from ι = 1 and G AO 1 ([x 1 ]) = x 1 . The number of modulated symbols in the STBC signal structure of (2) is given by Q = ι + 1 = log 2 T + 1. The throughput is given by R = Q log 2 L T
. Following this, the (T × M )-element transmitted signal matrix S n may be obtained by differential encoding:
where we have tr(S
T , where the all-zero matrix 0 has
in the next transmission block, and X n −1 carries source information in each block, as exemplified by (1). 
Example 1:
The matrix multiplication of (3) is extended for DSTBC (M = 2) in Fig. 1 . In contrast to SISO DPSK, although the DSTBC's data-signals x n −1,1 and x n −1,2 in X n −1 of (1) are drawn from an L PSK constellation, the transmit-signals s n,1 and s n,2 in S n of (3) do not remain limited to L PSK due to the additions/subtractions seen in Fig. 1 . Instead, the matrix multiplication of (3) results in an infinite-cardinality set of arbitrary signals, which is exemplified in Fig. 2 for the case of DSTBC (M = 2) using 8PSK.
More explicitly, it is demonstrated by Fig. 3(a) that the cardinality of the transmit-signals in S n of (3) grows with the transmission time index n without limit. This implies that the cardinality of the signals that the TAs should be prepared to transmit tends to infinity, despite the fact that the TAs can only radiate a limited number of patterns. We note that if the time index n is limited to a shorter transmission frame, the cardinality seen in Fig. 3(a) is indeed finite. However, the constellation of arbitrary transmit-signals exemplified by Fig. 2(b) is still different from frame to frame, which leads to the infinite-cardinality problem for the TAs over time.
This infinite-cardinality problem is a direct consequence of the differential encoding of (3), which does not exist for coherent MIMO. In particular, although Linear Dispersion Codes (LDCs) [40] - [42] and STSK [25] , [27] use signals that are not drawn from the classic PSK/QAM constellations, they still always have a finite-cardinality set of legitimate signals.
As a further detrimental effect, it is demonstrated in Fig. 3 (b) that the transmit-signals of DSTBC suffer from a substantial Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) surge compared to their SISO DPSK/DAPSK counterparts using the classic PSK and star QAM constellations. Consequently, the DSTBC's arbitrary transmit-signals may impose significant constraints on the speed, precision and power consumption of both the digital circuitry and the DAC. In reality, the DSTBC's transmitsignals may have to be quantized to a finite-cardinality set of uniquely distinguishable signals for the TA's analog RF chain to process and transmit. The quantization complexity imposed and the errors are subject to the precision of realistic hardware Fig. 3 . Cardinality and PAPRs of transmit-signals of DSTBC using PSK [10] and DSTBC using QAM [38] , [39] , where (M = 2) TAs are used.
design. This problem was not considered when the DSTBCs of [8] - [10] , the DLDCs of [17] and the DSTSKs of [25] - [27] were conceived.
At the time of writing, only DGC [11] - [14] and DSM [28] - [31] can systematically avoid the infinite-cardinality problem by their sparse matrix design. An example of DGC-cyclic (M = 2) is also portrayed in Fig. 1 , where the transmit-signals s n,1 and s n,2 may retain the same L PSK constellation as the data-signals x n −1,1 and x n −1,2 . The schematics of cyclic/decyclic DGCs and DSM will be further expained in Sections II-C and IV, respectively. In summary, we formulate the following transmitter constellation property, which constitutes the first objective of our proposed DSTBC-ISK design:
Property 1: In order to arrive at a finite-cardinality transmitsignal set under matrix multiplication, it is sufficient to ensure that the signal matrices belong to a specific type of sparse matrices that have only a single non-zero element in each row and column, where the non-zero elements assume equi-spaced PSK phases and/or equi-spaced DASK/ASK ring-amplitudes.
We emphasize that condition of Property 1 is sufficient but not neccessary. The special cases of differentially encoded G2 using BPSK and QPSK in [8] as well as the real-valued DSTBC using BPSK in [9] have extended but finite cardinality for their transmit-signal sets. Moreover, the Field Extension based DSM (FE-DSM) of [35] using the specific parameter (u 1 = 2π L ) may also form a finite group. Nonetheless, only DGC [11] - [14] and DSM [28] - [31] are capable of always satisfying Property 1, regardless of their parameters.
It is also worth noting that Property 1 does not necessarily lead to the same group property as the DGC of [11] - [14] . For example, DSM [28] - [31] does not always have the same set for X n −1 and S n . As a further benefit, Property 1 subsumes Condition 1 of [35] , which facilitates single-RF transmission. Without diverting the focus of this paper, interested readers may refer to [43] for more details in this area.
B. Receiver Single-Stream ML Detection Property
The received signals may be modeled as:
where the (T × N )-element Y n and V n are the received signal and the AWGN matrices, respectively. The (M × N )-element matrix H n models Rayleigh fading channels.
In quasi-static fading channels, we have H n = H n −1 , hence (4) becomes Y n = X n −1 (Y n −1 − V n −1 ) + V n , which leads to the classic Differential Detection (DD):
The family of differential schemes is generally considered as a low-complexity design alternative to their coherent counterparts. If the complexity of channel estimation is to be avoided at the receiver, the exponentially increasing DSTM detection complexity of (5) with respect to throughput should also be avoided without any further performance loss. Therefore, in order to invoke the single-stream ML demodulator for (5), we offer the following property based on the STBC's orthogonal design [10] , [37] , [44] , which constitutes the second objective of our work:
Property 2: In order to decouple (5) without imposing any performance loss, it is sufficient to require X n −1 in (3) to be linear and orthogonal:
We note that P t is introduced in order to guarantee
Consequently, as demonstrated in [45] , the decision metric in (5) may be decoupled as:
More explicitly, the first term Y n 2 in (6a) is a constant. The second term and third term of (6a) may be further decoupled into (6b) because of the conditions
I T of Property 2, respectively. The equivalent pairs of dispersion matrices are {D
and the constant is
Therefore, the single-stream demodulation M −1 (·) may be directly invoked for each data stream in (5) as:
Taking L PSK as an example, (7) isx n −1,q = exp(j 2π Lľ ), where the phase of z n −1,q is directly rounded asľ = L 2π ∠z n −1,q . According to (1) , the DSTBC satisfies Property 2, where we have
are all real-valued sparse matrices, which only contain 0 and ±1. As a result, instead of matrix multiplications, the evaluation of the DSTBC's z n −1,q in (6) only involves T vector multiplications for demodulating each x n −1,q .
Example 2:
For the case of DSTBC (M = 2) using PSK [10] , the data-carrying matrix 
and {Y
refer to the t-th row in Y n and Y n −1 . We note that the DGCs [11] - [13] and their variants [14] - [16] as well as the DLDCs [17] - [19] do not satisfy the first condition of Property 2. By contrast, DSTSK [25] - [27] and DSM [28] , [29] , [34] , [35] do satisfy Property 2. The reducedcomplexity DSTSK detection algorithms that do not impose any performance loss may be found in [22] , [23] , [26] , [35] .
C. Error Probability and Capacity
The DD of (5) aims for detecting X n −1 based on two observations Y n −1 and Y n as:
where
T in (8) forms the Unitary Space-Time Modulation (USTM) of [46] , [47] , where S has orthogonal columns
M I M for the sake of maximizing capacity 1 . This may be satisfied by X n −1 in (3) using L PSK and obeying the second condition of Property 2, which results in
As a result, the non-coherent detection probability based on (8) is given by [46] , [47] :
where the constants are
1 The Continuous-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (CCMC) capacity given in [46] , [47] corresponds to the maximized mutual information I(S; Y) for the idealistic continuous-input signals. In this treatise, we specifically investigate the finite-cardinality DSTM schemes that have discrete-input signals
The resultant Discrete-input Continuous-output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity will be derived later in this section.
According to (A + BCD)
Based on (9), the Pairwise Error Probability (PEP) may be expressed as:
Moreover, S n −1 may be replaced by
T for evaluating (10) , when X n −2 · · · X 1 between S n −1 and S 1 are all unitary. For the case of (M = T ), the difference matrix becomes Δ = (
−N at high SNRs. Therefore, the trend of (10) may be characterized by the concept of diversity product [14] , [44] :
Following this, the average BER may be evaluated by [1] :
where d H (i, i ) refers to the Hamming distance between the bit-mappings of X i and X i . In the absence of transmit diversity, the recently developed DSM scheme of [28] , [29] does not perform well, when the number of RAs N is small. In particular, DSM may perform even worse than DPSK for the case of using N = 1, as seen in [29] . Against this background, the third objective of our design is to achieve a beneficial diversity gain for DSM without compromising its low transceiver complexity. We offer the following diversity gains of DSTBC and DGC as examples:
Example 3: According to the STBC structure of (1), the difference matrix is
The minimum determinant in (11) is obtained by the closest codewords pair associated with
for the case of (M = T ). 
Example 4:
The DGC-cyclic of [11] - [14] constructs its datacarrying matrix as X l = G l c , where the index l is Gray coded from log 2 L information bits, while the generator matrix is given by
are chosen for the sake of maximizing the diversity
Similarly, DGC-dicyclic of [13] , [14] is constructed by
, where Gray coded indices l 1 and l 2 carry log 2 L and 1 information bits, respectively, while the generator matri-
t=1 are chosen to maximize its diversity product of Λ = min{
It is shown in [13] , [14] that DGC-cyclic generally outperforms DGC-dicyclic, except for some exceptions at low rates.
Moreover, according to (9) , the DCMC capacity [2] , may be expressed by (13a)-(13c) shown at the bottom of this page.
More explicitly, (13a) evaluates the mutual information between S i and Y, which is maximized for equiprobable sources
i=0 . Then we further invoke p(Y|S i ) in (9), which results in the DCMC capacity of (13c). The discrete-input signal S i in (13b) is unambiguously determined by the data-carrying matrix X i in (13c). Once again, S n −1 may be replaced by
T for evaluating (13) , when X n −2 · · · X 1 between S n −1 and S 1 are all unitary.
III. DIFFERENTIAL SPACE-TIME BLOCK CODE -INDEX SHIFT KEYING
The schematic of DSTBC-ISK is portrayed in Fig. 4 . More explicitly, DSTBC-ISK conveys a total of (log 2 Q + log 2 L) bits, where log 2 Q bits are assigned to activate an ISK position
index q in the DSTBC's signal vector x n −1 seen in (1) as:
while log 2 L bits are mapped to the L-PSK symbol x l . As a result, the DSTBC's space-time mapping of (3) becomes:
More explicitly, as demonstrated in Section II-B, the DSTBC's data matrix of (3) may be expressed as
The ISK index q activates a single position in the signal vector x n −1 of (14), which is equivalent to activating the q-th pair of DSTBC dispersion matrices in (15), where we have P t = 1 for the sake of tr(X H n −1 X n −1 ) = T . Following this, the differential encoding of (3) is invoked in Fig. 4 . Owing to the fact that the DSTBC's dispersion matrices {A q , B q } Q q =1 are all real-valued sparse matrices that only have a single non-zero element of {±1} in each row and column, DSTBC-ISK complies with Property 1 of Section II-A, which facilitates both finite-cardinality and single-RF transmission, as portrayed in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, the DSTBC-ISK's X n −1 in (15) also satisfies Property 2 of Section II-B. Therefore, the DD of (5) may be decoupled as:
As a result, the single-stream L-PSK demodulator may be invoked for each index q as:
Then the optimum activation index q may be obtained by:
Finally, the optimum PSK index is given byl =lq , which is the index obtained from (17) associated withq.
In contrast to the diversity schemes of DGC [11] - [14] , DLDC [17] - [19] , DSTSK [25] - [27] and dispersion matrix based DSM [34] , [35] , the proposed DSTBC-ISK using the classic STBC signal structure does not require optimization of signal parameters. Although the parameter optimization can be carried out offline, maximizing the diversity product of (11) is generally a non-convex/concave problem, which implies that the global optimum may not necessarily be found. Nonetheless, in the absence of this parameter optimization, the proposed DSTBC-ISK may suffer from a performance loss compared to DGC at high throughputs, but DSTBC-ISK exhibits a substantially lower detection complexity. The performance versus complexity comparisons will be thoroughly examined in Section VI.
In the rest of this section, we present the details of the novel DSTBC-ISK design, where the cases of (T = 2) and (T = 4) are exemplied in Section III-A and Section III-B, respectively, then the generalization is offered in Section III-C.
A. Spreading Over Two Time Slots (T = 2)
For the case of (T = 2), the AO-STBC signal structure of (2) becomes Alamouti's G2 having (Q = 2) [7] . As a result, DSTBC-ISK associated with (T = 2) has (Q = 2) ISK (14) . The corresponding candidate matrices X n −1 of (15) are given by:
where the ISK index q is determined by the first input bit, while the L PSK index l is modulated by the following log 2 L bits. An example of DSTBC-ISK (T = 2) using QPSK is presented in Table I . Although the DSTBC-ISK of (19) appears to have the same constellation as the dicyclic DGC of [11] , [13] associated with (T = 2), we will demonstrate in Section VI that the DSTBC-ISK has a single-stream detection complexity that does not increase with constellation size.
}.
Proof: According to (19) , there are two candidates for Δ in (11), which are |x − x | 2 I 2 and (|x| 2 + |x | 2 )I 2 = 2I 2 . For the first case, an instance of the closest constellation pair is given by x = 1 and x = w L , which results in
The second case is a constant of
B. Spreading Over Four Time Slots (T = 4)
For the case of (T = 4), the AO-STBC of (2) has (Q = 3). As a result, DSTBC-ISK of (15) using (2) for (T = 4) can only convey log 2 Q = 1 bit on the ISK index q. Against this background, we propose to use the Quasi-Orthogonal (QO) STBC of [48] , [49] , so that a higher number of (log 2 Q = 2) bits may be conveyed by ISK, while the full diversity may be retained by invoking phase rotations. More explicitly, DSTBC-ISK associated with (T = 4) may invoke the QO-STBC structure of the so-called "ABBA" form [48] , [49] : As a result, the set of X n −1 of (15) corresponding to ISK indices of q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} may be expressed as:
where J 2 is a (2 × 2)-element anti-diagonal matrix with all anti-diagonal entries equal to 1, while a phase rotation of θ is introduced in (21) for achieving full diversity [49] . The detailed matrix expressions of (21) are listed in Table II .
The matrices of (21) have three candidates for Δ in (11), which are |x − x | 2 I 4 , (|x| 2 + |x | 2 )I 4 and
As same as the case of (M = T = 2) in Proposition 1, the first two candidates of Δ results in the diversity product candidates of sin(π/L) and
, respectively. Moreover, the third candidate may be further expressed as
instance of the closest constellation pair is given by q = 1, q = 3 and x = x , which results in the diversity product candidate of
, the diversity product is given by Λ = min{sin(π/L), DSTBC-ISK (T = 4) may also invoke the low-complexity detector of (17) and (18) 
C. Generalization
The generalization is based on the QO-STBC structure constructed recursively from Alamouti's G2 G AO 2 ([x 1 , x 2 ]), so that the cases of (T = 2) and (T = 4) in Section III-A and Section III-B may be subsumed as special cases: [48] - [49] may be introduced into (14):
where the phase rotation index is given by q = is detailed in Table III , and an example for DSTBC-ISK using (Q = 8) and QPSK is portrayed by Fig. 5 . As a result, the signals for X n −1 and S n in (3) are now both drawn from a QL/2-PSK constellation. As a result, when DSTBC-ISK (T ≥ 4) invokes the low-complexity detector of (17) and (18), the (22), the difference matrix Δ in (11) may also be expressed in the same "ABBA" form [48] , [49] 
, where E 1 and E 2 are both (T /4 × T /4)-element submatrices. When G QO T is constructed based on G QO T /2 according to (22) , the updated difference matrix is given by
This results in a squared value for det(Δ), which is normalized to the same diversity product according to (11) . As a result, the diversity product of DSTBC-ISK associated with (M = T > 4) remains the same as Proposition 2. Taking into account all phase rotations, the updated diversity product is now given by Λ = min{sin(
The diversity products of (11) for DGC, DSTBC and DSTBC-ISK are summarized in Table IV . It can be seen in Table IV that the diversity product of DSTBC-ISK may be even higher than that of DSTBC, when they employ the same L-PSK scheme. This feature is exemplified by Fig. 6 , where DSTBC-ISK using BPSK may even outperform DSTBC using BPSK for (M = 4) and (M = 8). However, the DSTBC-ISK's throughput of R = log 2 LQ T is generally lower than the DSTBC's through-
, except for the BPSK case of Fig. 6 . This implies that DSTBC-ISK has to employ higher-order L-PSK, when it is compared to DSTBC at a higher throughput. Furthur performance comparisons are offered in Section VI.
It was demonstrated in [18] that the diversity product of (11) that features the worst PEP of (10) does not reflect the averaged BER accurately. Considering the BER expression of (12), we propose the concept of average diversity product as:
The averaged diversity products of DGC, DSTBC and DSTBC-ISK are compared in Fig. 7 , where DSTBC-ISK exhibits an even better diversity advantage than DGC-cyclic at low throughputs, but its average diversity product decays rapidly as the throughput increases. In order to circumvent this problem without compromising Property 1 of Section II-A, we will further introduce DASK/ASK modulation in Section V.
IV. SINGLE-STREAM DIFFERENTIAL SPATIAL MODULATION DETECTION
In order to provide a fair comparison, we devise a singlestream ML detector for the DSM schemes of [28] , [29] based on the fact that DSM is also linear and unitary as defined by Property 2 of Section II-B. The DSM scheme has (M = T = Q). The transmitter firstly modulates a vector of 
where X n −1 (r, c) denotes the element on the r-th row and c-th column in X n −1 . Furthermore, (25) may also be represented in the form of linear combinations of Q modulated symbols {x n −1,q } Q q =1 and Q dispersion matrices {Am ,q } Q q =1 : 
which is virtualized in Fig. 8 . The example of DSM associated with (M = 2) is characterized by Table V . Since (26) satisfies Property 2 in Section II-B the analysis in (6) may be applied to DSM, which simplifies the DD of (5) as: 
Finally, the optimum PSK indices {l q } Q q =1 are the ones in (29) associated withm of (30) as {l q =lm ,q } Q q =1 . Fig. 9 demonstrates complexity comparison between the conventional DSM detector of (5) and the single-stream DSM detector of (29) and (30) in terms of the total number of real-valued multiplications. More explicitly, the complexity of (5) (29) and (30) Fig . 9 . Comparison of complexity (real-valued multiplications) of conventional DSM detector of (5) and single-stream DSM detector of (29) and (30) . The complexity of the SISO's DPSK is also portrayed as benchmark. is given by (4M 2 N + 5MQ). It is confirmed by Fig. 9 that the complexity of the conventional DSM detector grows exponentially with throughput, while the complexity of the single-stream DSM detector has a linearized complexity that is in line with the SISO's DPSK complexity. The resultant complexity reductions achieved are as high as a factor of 170 and 142 for the cases of (M = 2, N = 1, R = 4.0) and (M = 4, N = 1, R = 2.0) in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. In contrast to [32] , [33] , the single-stream DSM detection of (29)- (30) does not impose any performance loss. This optimal detection capability is especially important in channel coded scenarios [2] , [22] , [50] , where sub-optimal detectors may produce large soft-decision Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) values that deviate from the true probabilities, which are hard to correct by the channel decoder.
V. DIFFERENTIAL AMPLITUDE SHIFT KEYING AND AMPLITUDE SHIFT KEYING
In order to improve the performance of the finite-cardinality DSTM schemes of DGC, DSM and DSTBC-ISK at high throughputs, we propose to extend the L PSK constellation to the classic L-level star QAM constellation associated with L A -level ring-amplitudes and L-level PSK phases, which is exemplified by Fig. 10 . The encoding on star QAM's ring-amplitude is introduced in Section V-A. As a result of using star QAM signalling, the power of the DSTM's data-carrying matrix becomes vari- able. Against this background, we further develop bespoke ML, MMSE and LS detectors for DSTM using star QAM in Sections V-B, V-C and V-D, respectively.
A. Differential and Absolute Amplitude Encoding
For the sake of clarification, the notations of DSTM using star QAM are summarized in Table VI . More explicitly, the transmit-signal matrix is S n = Γ n S n , where S n is the PSK-aided unitary transmit-signal matrix of (3) . The extra term is the ring-amplitude of
, where
respectively represent the ring ratio and the associated normalization factor. In this paper, the ring-amplitude ratios of α = {2.0, 1.4, 1.2, 1.1} are used for L A = {2, 4, 8, 16}, respectively. Moreover, the data-carrying matrix is X n −1 = γ n −1 X n −1 , where log 2 I source bits are assigned to encode the PSK-aided unitary data-carrying matrix . In order to guarantee that all the transmitted signals in S n are drawn from the equi-spaced star QAM constellation, we propose for the DSTM scheme to employ the ring-amplitude encoding methods of DASK and ASK in [30] , [31] , [36] , which are summarized in Table VII . More explicitly, for DSTM using DASK, differential encoding is applied both to the unitary matrices and to the ring-amplitudes by:
which may start from
The differential encoding applied to the unitary matrices in (31) is still given by (3) as S n = X n −1 S n −1 . Moreover, the differential encoding applied to the ring-amplitudes in (31) is the same as in classic DAPSK [3] - [5] , which is given by Γ n = γ n −1 Γ n −1 . The L A -level transmitted ring-amplitude and data-carrying ringamplitude are given by Γ n = α μ n √ β and γ n −1 = αǎ , respectively. According to Γ n = γ n −1 Γ n −1 , the ring-amplitude indices have the relationship of [μ n = (μ n −1 +ǎ)mod L A ], where the data-carrying index a is Gray codedǎ. As a result, the modulation of
is determined both by the data-carrying index a as well as by the previous transmit-
, which may be expressed as
Alternatively, for DSTM using ASK, the differential encoding of (31) may be revised as:
where the differential encoding of the unitary matrices is also given by (3), while the absolute-amplitude is invoked in the same way as in ADPSK [4] - [6] . More explicitly, γ n −1 in X n −1 = γ n −1 X n −1 of (32) , and then thanks to the normalization of
in (32), the transmitted ring-amplitudes always assume the absolute-amplitude of Γ n = γ n −1 .
B. Maximum-Likelihood Differential Detection (ML-DD)
The received signal model of (4) may be revised for DSTM using star QAM as:
respectively, where η =
is now a variable. Then the average BER of (12) may be rewritten as:
where the equivalent transmit-signal matrix S is now determined by both the previous transmitted ring-amplitude
and the data-carrying index i.
in (35) is still expressed by the right hand side of (10), where we
Based on this PEP, we offer the following two propositions:
ing DASK is as same as that of DSTM using ASK.
Proof:
The difference matrix that determines the PEP of (10) is given by Δ = 4
} ∀a results in the same set of ring-amplitudes, DSTM using DASK and ASK have exactly the same PEP.
However, the different bit-to-ring-amplitude mapping of DASK and ASK may result in different P e,bit of (35) . Nonetheless, for the mapping of the data-carrying matrix X i = γ a X i , the log 2 L A number of bits assigned to ring-amplitude γ a is generally smaller than the log 2 I bits mapped to the PSK-aided unitary matrix X i , hence the BER performance results for DSTM using DASK and ASK are expected to be similar without the assistance of channel coding.
Proposition 5: An optimized diversity product for a DSTM scheme using PSK also results in an optimized diversity product 3 for its star QAM counterpart. Proof: Since DSTM using DASK and ASK have the same PEP according to Proposition 4, let's now consider DSTM using ASK associated with (M = T ). The difference matrix that determines the diversity product Λ of (11) may be extended as
is the difference matrix used for its PSK aided DSTM counterpart in Section II-C. Therefore, the difference matrices Δ and Δ 0 are in direct proportion, which results in the same relationship for their diversity products. This implies that the parameters used for optimizing DGC using PSK in [11] - [14] may be directly used for star QAM.
In summary, the ML-DD aims for maximizing the probability of (34a) for DSTM using DASK, which is equivalent to maximizing the following decision metric:
where the equality holds for (M = T ), while we have
. We discovered in [51] that the detection of the DAPSK's phase is independent of the ring-amplitude detection. Similarly, the detection of the unitary matrix X i in (36) may be carried out independently as:
Upon obtaining the maximum dˆi from (37), the ring-amplitude index detection may proceed as:
The updated Γ n = γâ Γ n −1 may be passed on to the next ML-DD block as the decision-feedback on Γ n −1 . Similarly, based on (34b), the ML-DD aided DSTM using ASK aims for maximizing the following decision metric:
where we have
. As a result, the detection of the unitary matrix X i is also given by (37) , while the detection of the ring-amplitude γ a may be rewritten as:
The updated decision concerning Γ n = γâ may be fed back to the next ML-DD block as Γ n −1 . Since the detection of X i and the detection of γ a are separated, the single-stream DSTBC-ISK detection of Section III and the single-stream DSM detection of Section IV may both be directly applied for detecting X i in (37) . Eq. (41)- (42) is shown at the bottom of this page.
Following the same steps as (13) , the DCMC capacity of DSTM using DASK/ASK derived based on the conditional probabilities of (34) is expressed in (41), where
using DASK and S
where we define
Using this MMSE estimate of S n −1 H, the decision metric of (43) becomes:
As a result, the detection of the unitary matrix X i is also given by (37) . Upon obtaining the maximum dˆi from (37), the detection of the ring-amplitude γ a is formulated as:
Similarly, for DSTM using ASK, the decision metric in (43) may be extended as d
The decision metric becomes:
Therefore, the detection of X i based on (46) is also given by (37) , while the ring-amplitude detection is given by:
D. Least Square Differential Detection (LS-DD)
In contrast to the MMSE-DD, the LS solution directly takes Y n −1 = S n −1 H and hence Y n −1 − S n −1 H 2 = 0 for (43). Consequently, for DSTM using DASK, the decision metric in p(Y|S, H) of (43) 
. As a result, the detection of the unitary matrix X i is given by (37) , while the ring-amplitude detection may be expressed as: (48) where
. Moreover, the single-stream DASK de-
Similarly, the LS-DD of DSTM using ASK also relies on
The detection of X i is also given by (37), while the ring-amplitude detection is given by:
where we define z ASK = dî κ 2 n −1 , while the ASK demodulation
. We note that the LS-DD of DSTM using DASK may also be obtained based on the extension of the received signal model of (33) using the differential encoding of (31) as Y n = X n −1 (Y n −1 − V n −1 ) + V n , which was used in [30] , [31] , [36] . Similarly, the LS-DD of DSTM using ASK may be obtained according to the extension of (33) using (32) as
which was employed in [27] , [39] . Therefore, the detectors relying on Y n −1 = S n −1 H that have been popularly used in the literature [27] , [30] , [31] , [36] , [39] in fact correspond to the sub-optimal LS solution, which suffers from a performance loss compared to the ML-DD and MMSE-DD.
In summary, the ML-DD of Section V-B, MMSE-DD of Section V-C and LS-DD of Section V-D share the same unitary matrix detection concerning X i , which may be simplified for DSTBC-ISK and DSM as devised in Section III and Section IV, respectively. However, the three DDs use different metrics for detecting the ring-amplitude γ a . As a result, the ML-DD of (38) and (40) that involves calculations in the logarithmic domain exhibits the highest complexity, followed by the MMSE-DD of (45) and (47) and then by the LS-DD of (48) and (49). Fig. 11 that DSTBC-ISK using star QAM outperforms its PSK counterpart in terms of both the DCMC capacity and the BER performance at high SNRs. Furthermore, although it was demonstrated in [38] that ML-DD and LS-DD invoked for DSTBC using QAM exhibit a similar performance, we can see from Fig. 11(b) that as N increases, the performance differences between ML-DD, MMSE-DD and LS-DD for DSTBC-ISK using star QAM become more significant, where the ML-DD achieves the best performance, followed by MMSE-DD and then by LS-DD. Therefore, we opt for employing ML-DD for all DSTM schemes in the rest of this paper.
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
First of all, it is demonstrated by
Moreover, it is demonstrated in Fig. 11 (a) that DSTBC-ISK using ASK exhibits a higher DCMC capacity than DSTBC-ISK using DASK, but their BER performance results are almost the same in Fig. 11(b) , which is indeed expected according to Proposition 4. Nonetheless, the advantage of ASK becomes more significant in Fig. 12 , where its performance potential is further improved with the aid of channel coding. More explicitly, the powerful tool of EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts [2] , [53] is used in Fig. 12(a) , which quantifies the extrinsic information (I E ) produced by the soft-decision DSTM detectors, given the a priori information I A provided by a channel decoder. To avoid lossing focus, the soft-decision DSTM detectors are derived in Appendix. Moreover, Fig. 12(b) examines the performance of DSTBC-ISK using DASK/ASK in conjunction with Recursive Convolutional Codes (RSCs), Turbo Codes (TCs) as well as IRregular Convolutional Codes (IRCCs) and Unity Rate Codes (URCs), where the simulation parameters are the same as those summarized in Table V of [54] . The number of iterations between a channel decoder and the soft-decision DSTM detector is indicated by the acronym "IR" in Fig. 12(b) . In summary, although the DASK approach has been popularly used in DSTM schemes [30] , [31] , [36] , it is demonstrated by Fig. 12 that the ASK technique is capable of offering a better performance in coded scenarios, which confirms the DCMC capacity comparison results of Fig. 11(a) . Therefore, in the rest of the paper, we opt for employing the ASK approach for our DSTM schemes using star QAM signalling. Fig. 13 demonstrates that DSTBC associated with uncontrained transmit-signal cardinality outperforms DSTBC-ISK. However, a severe performance loss is recorded in Fig. 13 , when the DSTBC's transmitted signals are quantized and transmitted as a finite-cardinality set of star QAM signals. Therefore, we only consider the finite-cardinality DSTM schemes of DSTBC-ISK, DGC and DSM in the rest of this paper, and their parameters are summarized in Table VIII. The BER performance comparison between DSTBC-ISK and DSM is exemplified in Fig. 14 for the cases of (M = 2, R = 2.0) and (M = 4, R = 1.0). First of all, Fig. 14 shows that DSM performs worse than DPSK in these two cases using (N = {1, 2}). Secondly, Fig. 14 evidences that DSTBC-ISK achieves substantial diversity gains over DSM, which are as high as 14.2 dB and 24.5 dB at BER = 10 −4 for two these cases associated with (N = 1). Furthermore, Fig. 14 also shows that DSTBC-ISK is even capable of outperforming the classic DGC, despite the fact that DSTBC-ISK simply use the classic DSTBC signal structure without invoking DGC's parameters optimization.
We note that the proposed DSTBC-ISK does not share the same transmitter property as the existing DSTM schemes of DSTBCs [8] - [10] , [36] , [38] , [39] , DLDCs [17] - [19] and DSTSKs [25] - [27] , [34] , [35] , which suffer from the infinitecardinality problem. Moreover, the proposed DSTBC-ISK also does not share the same receiver property as DGCs [11] - [13] , which exhibit an exponentially increasing complexity with the throughput. The design objective of the new DSTBC-ISK scheme is to achieve a beneficial diversity gain over DSM [28] - [31] at the same low transceiver complexity.
The simulation results of DSTBC-ISK and DSM are summarized in terms of the E b /N 0 required for achieving BER = 10 −4 in Fig. 15 , and the corresponding complexity results are presented in Fig. 16 . It is evidenced by Fig. 15 that the proposed DSTBC-ISK achieves substantial diversity gains over DSM across the wide throughput range of (1.0 ≤ R ≤ 5.0) and (1.0 ≤ R ≤ 2.5) for the cases of (M = 2, N = 1) and (M = 4, N = 1), respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 16 confirms that DSTBC-ISK and DSM exhibit the same linearized singlestream ML detection complexity, which is comparable to the SISO DPSK/ADPSK scheme's detection complexity.
Moreover, considering that the finite-cardinality property of Section II-A is the first and foremost objective of our design, we have also presented the classic finite-cardinality scheme of DGC in Figs. 15 and 16 . First of all, Figs. 15 and 16 evidence that DSTBC-ISK achieves an even better performance than DGC in the lower throughput ranges of (1.0 < R ≤ 3.0) and (0.75 ≤ R < 1.5) for the cases of (M = 2, N = 1) and (M = 4, N = 1), respectively, despite the DSTBC-ISK's lower complexity. Secondly, Fig. 15 confirms that DGC achieves a superior performance in the higher throughput ranges of (R ≥ 4) and (R ≥ 1.75) for these two cases. However, it is demonstrated by Fig. 16 that the DGC's detection complexity grows exponentially with the throughput, where the detection complexity of DGC becomes rather excessive, which is 10.2 times and 50.7 times higher than that of DSTBC-ISK for the cases of (M = 2, N = 1, R = 5.0) and (M = 4, N = 1, R = 2.5), respectively. By contrast, DSTBC-ISK is capable of achieving a beneficial diversity gain over DSM without eroding the DSM's low transceiver complexity.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a new DSTBC-ISK scheme, which is the first DSTM scheme capable of simultaneously achieving the three imperative objectives of a finite-cardinality transmitsignals set, a single-stream ML detection complexity and the full diversity gain. In order to make a fair comparison, we have also conceived a single-stream ML detector for DSM. Furthermore, we propose to generalize DASK and ASK for DSTM using star QAM. The three bespoke detectors of ML-DD, MMSE-DD and LS-DD exhibit a performance versus complexity tradeoff.
In recent years, the technique of hybrid beamforming conceived for massive MIMO systems has attracted a significant research interest [55] , [56] . In this context, our proposed DSTBC-ISK may constitute a suitable low-complexity alternative to the existing coherent schemes due to the following reasons: (1) Analog precoding can be employed based on channel statistics such as the channel's covariance [56] instead of full channel knowledge. This would enable us to employ DSTBC-ISK, which eliminates baseband channel tracking, especially when the channel coefficients fluctuate rapidly [57] . (2) In addition to the lowresolution ADC at the receiver, the finite-cardinality design of DSTBC-ISK also helps us to reduce the power consumption of the DAC, especially at the transmitting base stations. (3) The single-RF feature and transmit diversity design of DSTBC-ISK may improve the performance of its single-antenna-based counterparts without increasing the number of RF chains.
